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ABSTRACT
A new stepping motor driven by a sequence of pressurized air through digital
solenoid valves was designed to enhance torque capacity and reduce energy while
maintaining a fixed position for a long period of time. Similar to electromagnetic
stepping motors, the pneumatic stepping motor can be driven by a simple switching
circuit; it only moves one step for each driving signal without a fading rotation. This
yiel~§~n effective system for speed and position control. Although the speed of pressured
j -"-/
air switching is limited by the response time of air solenoid valves and causes a lower
rotation output speed. When compared to electromagnetic motors, the resolution and
holding torque of this type of motor are relatively higher.
The motivation for designing the new actuator was to solve the problem of flow
control during injection molding where rotary plug valves inside a mold have to be driven
by motors located outside the mold. The new motor that was developed during the
present study can be smaller for the same amount of torque, enabling the possibility to
install the motor inside or closer to the mold and easily transmit power from pressured air
through three flexible pneumatic hosts. Another benefit for this new motor type is a very
high static torque similar to a break. An extreme static torque from the motor is very
useful for holding thc valvc during injecting and packing processes whcrc by a very high
Icvcl of forcc can bc applied to thc vah·c. During the prcscnt investigation, the pncumatic
stcpping motor conecpt was cxplorcd by designing. fabricating. and tcsting a specific
motor for the targct injcction molding base application.
Other than the application to the flow filling valve control during injection
molding, the motor is also compatible with applications that occasionally change the
rotation and need a lot of torque to remain in a fixed position while consuming a very
small amount of energy. Tum tables for automatic machine are examples of such
applications. By powering with a central air compressor, many motors can share the same
power sources, yielding a big economic advantage as well.
By using a set of circular pistons aligned so as to actuate on axial wobble gear, the
motor produces a very unique motion between the gear and rotor, causing the beneficial
characteristics to result. The performance of the new motor was tested and compared to a
similar size of electromagnetic stepping motor. A set of experiments was designed to
collect data from the new motor. The study of this innovation provides ideas to develop a
suitable actuator for control valves in injection molding at low cost.
.,
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 RESEARCH MOTIVATION
Since the development of injection molding technology whereby the filling flow
inside a mold can be adjusted by placing small valves in the runner, electromagnetic
stepping motors which were used to drive these valves. Such motor are not been totally
compatible with the application. The motors have to be installed outside the mold due to
the limitation of the mold space, and power is transmitted to the valves through a
complicated mechanism which can cause an error from backlash and structural
deformation. To solve the problem above, a new type of motor needed to be designed to
gain more torque and accuracy. The new motor also needed to be of small size so that it
could be placed inside the mold or nearer to the valves. Such advancement would
improve the perfomlance of the valve control system.
Another obstacle of mold filling flow control during injection molding is the very
high pressure inside the runner during the injection process. This pressure causes a very
high amount of force to be applied on the valve. In order to hold valve's position against
the extreme force, the typical motors such as electromagnetic stepping motor or even
servo motor requires very high energy to remain in a fixed position. Although a self
locking mechanism. for instance. woml gear. can be used to case the problem,
mcchanical backlash and wcaring of these mechanisms will causc some other problems to
the systcm. The holding torque ability of the new motor is also cxpcctcd to diminish this
problem.
1.2 TECHNOLOGICAL NEED / OPPORTUNITY
To support the idea of developing an actuator for the valve control system, the
understanding of currently motor available characteristics is needed. This information
will be compared to the required configurations of flow filling valve based control
systems. As a result, some weaknesses of current motors, along with a list of desirable
characteristics for the new actuator, can be developed.
-.
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Figure 1.1 Basic structure of an electromagnctic stcpping motor
1.2.1 Fundamental of Electromagnetic Stepping Motor, the Current Usage
Electromagnetic stcpping motors haye the ability to translate switched excitation
changes into a defined increment of rotating position or steps. making it an easy task to
detennine the shaft position precisely on its step side, The gencral structure inside thc
motor is shown in figure 1.1. Both thc stator and rotor hayc tecth of magnctically
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permeable material which allows magnetic flux development in the small air gap between
the teeth. The rotor turns to an angle that minimizes the air gap in order to reduce the
reluctance of the magnetic field. A cross section of teeth between rotor and stator with
magnetic flux diagram is shown in figure 1.2. The motor's performance relies on the
density of this magnetic flux and the angled magnetic force vector between rotor and
stator teeth. Additionally, since the magnetic flux depends on the electrical current
applied to the motor, the motor's torque is determined by the electrical current. However,
a high amount of electrical current means a high amount of heat loss on the
electromagnetic coil as well.
Figure 1.2 Pulling flux across the teeth
According to the sources of magnetic flux, stepping motors are categorized into
three main types. a penllanent-magnet. a current-carrying winding. and a combination of
the two called hybrid. Because the hybrid stepping motor has combined the best
characteristics from both yariable reluctance and pennanent magnet. it is widely used in
many industrial applications. It has a high amount of torque and resolution as compared
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to the other two types. Standard hybrid motors have 200 resolutions per revolution and
rotate at 1.80 step angles.
a, / b
'- ,.,.
2
Supplied
Voltage
Figure 1.3 Hybrid motor with bipolar winding coil and driving diagram
There are scvcral winding typcs inside thc hybrid motor, Unipolar, Bipolar, and
Multiphase. Usually, a small hybrid motor in a control application uses Unipolar winding
coils, because it is casicr to be drivcn from a DC pulsc switching drive. Figure 1.3 shows
a driving diagram of Bipolar winding coils. The driving sequcncc is also shown in tablc
1.1. Thcrc are two ways to driyc thc motor for a full step driying. singlc and doublc phasc
driying. For singlc phasc. therc is only onc actiyated winding coil in cycry stcp. whilc
therc arc two coils operatcd for double phase driying which increase thc output torque
about 1.4 times more than the singlc phase driye.
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Single phase Double phase
step la 2a Ib 2b la 2a Ib 2b
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
4 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
5 or 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
Table 1.1 Driving sequences for electromagnetic stepping motor
In fact, a stepping motor is not the best choice in teml of performance. A DC
servo motor or bush-less servo motor can perform with higher torque and accuracy due to
their structure which is designed especially for speed and position control applications.
However, servo motors are complicated and need to be completely close loop controlled.
They are also more expensive than stepping motors. As a result, to date hybrid stepping
motors of standard size have been selected for injection molding flow control application.
The speci fication and speed-torque characteristic chart of these motors are shown in table
1.2 and figure 1.4
Motor Motor Minimum Motor
Step Rotor Inertia
Diameter Length Holding Torque ' Volts Amps Ohms Weight
Angle (oz-in2/G-CM2)
(inches) (inches) (oz-in) (Ibs)
2.22 2.13 69.0 1.8 3.5 1.4 2.5 .547/100 1.17
Table 1.2 Specific3tion of the current stepping motor
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Figure 1.4 Torque-speed characteristic chart of electromagnetic stepping motor
The current motors, being installed outside the mold, transmit the rotation via a
set of timing belts and cables to a cam in a 1: 1 ratio. They are also mounted with optical
rotary encoder for feedback of the shaft position. Actually, stepping motors don't have
rotating inertia and do not need a complete feedback system. However, for the flow
filling injection molding, there arc unpredictable loads coming from different plastic
materials and from the different size and number of molds. A positioning transducer such
as encoder is needed to tell the controller the actual valve position. By developing the
new motor with more torque, compatibility, it would be possible to eliminate the
positioning encoder and substitute it with a low cost and simple proximity sensor. Figure
1.4 shows the electromagnetic stepping motor installed on the mold with the mechanical
transmission mechanism. The actuator and its transmission have a limited perfonnance.
The disadvantage of electromagnetic stepping motor related to this application has
already been described in the previous section. which then leads to a design and
deHlopmcnt of thc ncw actuator. a pncumatic stcpping motor.
s
Figure 1.5 Electromagnetic stepping motor installed on the mold
1.2.2 New Motor's Desirable Characteristics
According to the current motor's characteristics, the new actuator should have one
same characteristic, which is a defined incremental rotation or step movement. This
property has already been proved to be easy for speed and position control. However, the
motor resolution is expected to be higher than 200 per revolution as the current motor.
The following are the main expected characteristics for the new motor.
Configuration that can be easily positional controlled
Higher dynamic and static torque per volume rate
Low energy consumption for maintaining it in a position
Capable of using a central power source such as pressurized air
A simple structure providing a low manufacturing cost
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All of the above listed properties lead to an approximated outline of the motor's
configuration. One type of motor that has characteristics close to the specified criteria is a
pneumatic motor. Because pneumatic actuators can convert high-pressure air into a high
resultant force, the output power can be raised to an extreme level by the amount of
pressure. Moreover the central compressor unit can be used to supply pressured air for
many actuators at the same time. The stepping configuration of this motor can also be
easily controlled via a set of digital solenoid valves that require a simple and low cost
switching control circuit.
However, due to the property of air that it can be compressed, its volume can be
easily changed enom10usly, and a traditional pneumatic motor is difficult to use for
positioning control. Many attempts and studies have been conducted, but in the
conclusion, it is too complicated and expensive to apply a nonnal pneumatic motor in this
application. The solution of compromising between the properties of pressured air and a
simplification of positioning control is to use a pneumatic stepping motor.
Unlike the common pneumatic motor such as the vain type, which is rotated by
continuous expansion of pressured air, the pneumatic stepping motor perfom1s a single
maneuver from a set of pressurized air conditions. The shaft rotation in a single act of air
represents the resolution that the motor can perfonn. By constantly charging the air, the
motor rotates continuously. and the rotation speed is detcnnined by the number of times
the filling air state can be charged in a period of time. Speed control also can be adjusted
by reducing or by incrcasing the ratc of air delivcf)'. while the position control is
specificd by thc shat11ocation whcrc the air charging is stopped.
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1.2 PRESENT STUDY OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study was to design and build a substitute motor that has
more compatible characteristics to the needed of flow filling valve control during
injection molding. The substituted motor was designed based on high-pressure air power
supplies, which are typically provided in all injection molding factories. The benefit of
using central power source also reduces the total cost to construct the mold, which
usually has many cavities and needs many valves and actuators in a single mold.
After manufacturing of a prototype motor, the new type of pneumatic motor was
tested and its performance was compared to the current used electromagnetic stepping
motors. The characteristics of this motor are also evaluated for the possibility of using it
in other applications.
1.3 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
This thesis demonstrates a process of equipment invention starting with the
gathering of concepts. The idea is then developed into the construction process followed
by testing in the final step. The motivation that causes the emerging idea has already been
presented at the beginning of this chapter. Some technical background information about
electromagnetic stepping motors. which are in current service. has already been
introduced and their disadvantage when considered for the present target application has
been discussed. This infon11ation also leads to a list of desirable characteristics for the
new designed motor. In the next chapter. se\"Cral related previous investigations are
presented. In addition. some similar gadgets are selected to compare and support the idea.
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In chapter 3, related mechanical theories are revealed to support the proposed concepts.
Some mathematical investigations related to the design also have been conducted.
Chapter 4 shows a complete design and drawing for the new motor. The processes of
manufacturing and the details of assembling are also described in this chapter. Because
the motor has to be controlled by a computer and electronic circuits, the software and
circuit details are shown in motor driving section of chapter 5. Also in chapter 5, an
experiment is set up to test and evaluate the performance of the prototype actuator. As a
result, the resulting data is plotted in graphs and compared to the electromagnetic
stepping motor as well. Finally, the discussion and conclusions in chapter 6 present the
advantages and disadvantages of the new motor. The possibility of applying the motor in
other applications and suggestions of future work are also discussed.
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CHAPTER 2 - RELATED WORKS AND STUDIES
2.1 SAMPLE TARGET APPLICATION
To satisfy the research objective which is inventing a compatible actuator to drive
a flow filling control valve during injection molding, it is necessary to understand the
nature of the desired valve control system. Therefore, some considerations for valve
control and flow filling control research are discussed in this section.
2.1.1 Actuator in Valve Control Applications
There are many types of valve actuators in many applications. A compatible
actuator will increase perfornlance of the valve control [4]. Most of the actuators used to
drive valves are based on the movement configuration of those valves. Therefore it is
necessary to understand the valve behavior that needs to be controlled. For example, an
actuator for a butterfly valve needs to rotate only 90 degrees maximum, and there is
probably no need for a high rotation speed. It should have high torque, however, because
the action force from flow will be applied directly to the valve. On the other hand, for a
gate valve which is driven through a lead screw, a power actuator has to be fast and
capable of full turns but less torque is required because of the usc of the lead screw as a
force multiplier and also a self-locking device.
While the actuator depends on the ,'alve configurations. the valve type also
depends on the process of its application, Therefore not only the characteristics of valve
are concerned to the actuator. but also the nature of application have to be known. For
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this study, the process of polymer flow control In several purposes will lead to the
required actuator characteristics.
2.2.2 Actuator for Flow Control Valve in Injection Molding
According to the application of flow filling control in injection molding process
[5], the study has been carried out for control valve evaluation and selection. The result
has shown that the rotary plug valve is the most compatible for the application. Similar to
a butterfly valve, a rotary plug valve is operated at a maximum less than a 90 degree tum
angle, but it has lower force applied to the valve to tum it against the flow. However,
when using this valve to control a flow of a molten polymer which normally has high
viscosity, a higher torque than usual is required to tum the valve. Moreover, during the
packing process there is a large amount of pressure applied to the valve port, therefore an
additional torque is needed to keep the valve in a fixed position.
In general, valve speed depends on the purpose of flow control. For example, if
the adjustable flow is for family molding where the flow is controlled to fill different
cavities in the same time, the actuator might need to adjust one time only before the
injection process. And the rotation speed is not a critical parameter. Alternatively, if the
valves are operated for weld-line movement control where there are two valves working
synchronously to deternline a weld-line location. a dynamic control for both valves may
be needed. In this case the valve speed is one of the most important parameters. However.
injection molding is considered as a low speed process. Therefore the actuator speed docs
not have to be very fast.
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2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF SIMILAR ACTUATORS
As reference information to develop the design idea, some similar actuator
developments are represented here. Often this information and is kept secrete for
commercial purposes. It can be found to some extent in patent documents, but hardly in
public research papers. Although the new motor configuration was already revealed and
suggested to be a pneumatic type, in this section, some studies related to other types of
actuators such as servo motors, electro-pneumatic motor, will guide to the development
of the new design.
2.2.1 Servo Motor
The term Servo Motor is used to describe rotary actuators which are designed to
have high perfomlance in motion control applications. Usually, servo motors are
electromagnetic motors and they are driven by electricity, because they are used wildly in
both industrial and household equipment. Consequently there are many types of servo
motors such as DC commutation motors (DC brush motor), DC brushless motors, AC
synchronous motors, and stepping motors. All of these motors have di fferent
characteristics and there IS a criterion for using a particular motor to fit in a given
application [7].
One thing 111 common for all electromagnetic servo motors is that the output
torque has a limitation and depends on power consumption. This also means that the
output torquc is limited by motor size too. because an ability to distribute the heat loss
from induction coils is small in a small motor. An excessive accumulation of hcat \\"ill
cause damagc to thc motor. There was a study that tricd to usc more torquc ovcr a Scn"icc
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Order Analysis Control (SOAC) curve [8], but it can only happen in a short period of
time depending on how much torque was used. Moreover, electromagnetic servo motors
have less efficiency in high temperature environments. All of this has confirmed that
servo motors are not the best choice for flow filling control valve application.
As all electromagnetic servo motors can not satisfy the requirement of high torque
per weight ratio, there are several improvements for example using gear trains, however
this will raise cost and leads to another problem such as increasing backlash. For this
reason, a pneumatic actuator was considered as a solution.
2.2.2 Pneumatic Motor
The most popular pneumatic motor in industrial applications is the vane type. It
produces high torque per weight ratio, and it has a simple structure and low cost. Vane
type pneumatic motors work in continuous rotation by a series of air chamber expansions
through an eccentrically off-center rotor (see figure 2.1). Basically, pneumatic motors can
run at high speed and give high output torque. However their motion controllability is not
satisfactory due to the compressibility of air. For this rcason, therc arc many studies that
try to solvc this problcm [9]. Thcre are also several techniques of using electronic and
control technology such as intelligcnt modeling [10]. and ncural-modcl rcfcrcnce control
[II]. Evcn though thc results can improvc the motor control perfonnancc. the additional
systcms arc complicatcd and cxpcnsive. Thereforc a common pneumatic motor with an
improvcment of control sccms not suitablc for the flow filling control valvc application
as well.
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Port 1
Shaft
Port 2
Figure 2.1 Vane type pneumatic motor
Because of the high controllability in electromagnetic motors and the high power
per weight ratio in pneumatic motors, there was an attempt to combine both actuators
together. A hybrid pneumatic/electric motor was studied in order to use a pneumatic
motor as a main actuator and an electric motor as a stabilizer [12]. As a result, high
damping perfomlance was improved. However at high torque output, the electric motor
did not provide enough inertia to stabilize the system. Moreover the high cost and
complication still remain.
2.2.3 Special Actuator
There are demands of special characteristic actuators for special tasks. Therefore
many research projects are conducted to invent new types of actuators. Most of them
haw different special motion typcs for example stretching and shrinking. Some modem
materials such as shape memory alloys were used. and their details have been concealed
for commcrcial rcasons.
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There is a special rotary actuator which is operated by a pressured air source. A
rotary pneumatic muscle [13] is made from composite material in cylinder shape. Spiral
rubber blades are attached around Nylon fibers cylinder, and they will stretch out when
pressurized air was applied, causing the cylinder to rotate. Even though its torque is not
as high as a normal pneumatic motor, it has a simple structure and low cost for mass
production.
Although the inventions of new actuators are interesting, they still do not match
well with the flow filling valve control application. Some works tried to improve the
power but the result was less control efficiency. On the other hand some works improved
the controllability but the output has insufficient torque. Even though there are methods
to improve both power and controllability, they are still complicated and expensive to
apply in the real application. For this reason, it seems that a pneumatic stepping motor is
the most suitable to drive the flow filling control valves used in injection molding.
2.3 PNEUMATIC STEPPING MOTORS
Pneumatic stepping motors were originally designed and studied more than two
decades ago. Different concepts were purposed and patented, but there was a slow
development due to the limitation of air digital solenoid valves. However, lately in the
pneumatic industry. air solenoid valves have been developed and increased their
perfonnance dramatically [21]. creating the possibility to no\\' enhance the developmcnt
of pncumatic stepping motors.
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2.3.1 Pneumatic stepping motor cam mechanism type
In this motor, a simple cam mechanism is used to transform a prismatic force
from piston or diaphragm into a slide of the teeth on the rotor, causing a rotation on the
shaft. The concept of this mechanism is shown in figure 2.2. Pressurized air charges the
pistons, producing force on the actuators that slide and push on the cam teeth which are
located on the rotor. The rotor rotation is critically dependent on timing of air
pressurization to the individual actuator. The numbers of actuators are specified by type
of movement which is categorized into two main types, Uni-direction and Hi-direction.
[14]
Figure 2.2 Pneumatic stepping motor cam mechanism type
Uni-directiol131 motors
In this type of pneumatic stepping motor, the rotor can only rotate in one direction.
There are only tow cam actuators. which altemate pushing in and pulling back on the
rotor teeth. driying the rotor to rotate. By this operation. one step of rotation is generated
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by one intake of air on one actuator and outtake of air on another actuator. The picture
and working diagram of this type of motor are shown in figure 2.3. The motor resolution
per revolution is equal to twice of number of the teeth on rotor.
Rotor teeth
Actuator' Actuator 2
Figure 2.3 Uni-direction of cam driven type
Bi-directional motors
To be able to drive the rotor in two directions, the number of actuators needs to be
greater than or equal to three. The pushing sequences of the actuators detem1ine the
direction of rotation. Figure 2.4 shows the arrangement and working sequence of three
actuators. The order of air supplied is vcry critical for this type of motor, and the wrong
sequcnce can causc damage to the tccth or actuators. The motor's rcsolution is spccified
by numbcr of tccth multiplied by the number of actuators. To incrcase the amount of
rcsolution. the alignment and position of both teeth and actuators have to be placed vcry
carefully due to the accuracy of opcration bctwecn all actuators and rotors.
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Figure 2.4 Bi-direction of cam driven types
For both Uni-directional and Bi-directional pneumatic stepping motor, the static
and dynamic torque is dependent on the shape of the teeth and actuators. The material
and surface finishing on teeth and actuators also have an effect on the rotation as well.
Because the motor is working with the concept of cam mechanism, the friction between
actuator and teeth playa very important role to the motor's perfonnance. Therefore good
lubrication has to be planned for the design.
There were several designs for this type of motor, for example using hydraulic
actuators to drive around a pcanut cam shapc [15]. Howcvcr all dcsigns for this type of
motor had many moving parts. and thus it is considered complicated for manufacturing
and difficult to build in a small scale. Although the motor can be dcsigned to reach a high
level of dynamic and static torque. thc ratc of wcar and maintcnancc cost arc a big
drawback for this type of motor. As a result. this type of motor is considered not
compatible with thc valve control application.
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2.3.2 Pneumatic stepping motor using a harmonic drive
This type of motor is the most advanced among the pneumatic motors. It was
patented in 1991 [16], but the rotor configuration is quite complicated. A similar
configuration motor has been studied and developed in robotic and automation
applications [17]. Due to the very high torque property and the capability of sharing a
central power source, the motor can be placed directly on the individual manipulator and
controlled separately via the air hosts.
Figure 2.5 shows the configuration on this type of motor. The motor generates the
rotation by using a set of harmonic gear drives. The set of gears contains with an internal
ring gear and a spur gear which has one less tooth than the ring gear. The internal ring
gear attaches to the silicon rubber cylinder which has a series of air chambers along its
circumference. The chambered rubber and ring gear are a part of the stator and can not be
rotated, but the ring gear can swing around by the expansion of air in the chamber when
pressured air is applied inside. The sequence of supplying air through the series of
chambers creates a continuous swing of the ring gear around the spur gear on the rotor.
By doing this, the sequence of air filling in and releasing out in one circle around forces
the ring gcar to drivc thc rotor. Thc stcp rcsolution pcr revolution can bc detcnnincd by
thc multiplication of thc numbcr of tccth on thc rotor and numbcr of air chambcrs.
..,..,
Silicon Rubber
Motor Case
(Rotor) ----,.,
Internal Gear
Spur gear
(Stator)
Shaft
Figure 2.5 Basic structure ofhannonic drive pneumatic stepping motor
In figure 2.6, the sequences of driving the rotor in one cycle of fill are shown. The
motor has 4 chambers and 50 teeth on the rotor, therefore the individual chamber steps
will be 200 steps per revolution. However if one drives the motor between steps which
means there is a stop when air is applied to two near chambers, the resolution can be
doubled to 400 steps per revolution. This multiplication of rotor teeth and chambers can
give a very high resolution characteristic to the motor. However by increasing the number
of teeth, the size of teeth and capacity of carrying load torque will be reduced accordingly.
Likewise, by increasing the number of chambers, the numbers of solenoid valves and
control circuits have to be increased as well.
Although this type of motor can be designed to reach a very high resolution, it can
not retain a high static torque. Because the air chambers are made of a soft rubber in
order to lct it expand and move the ring gcar, the motor can not hold a very high force
through that matcrial. The problem can be soh'cd by increasing the stiffness of the silicon
rubber, but it rcquires more cffort for the pressurizcd air to expand the chamber, making
the motor lose efficiency. Moreover the silicon rubber has a limited lifetime and IS
sensitive to some type of oils which may contaminate the high pressured air.
There are several designs in the same configuration but using different methods of
wobbling the gear. One is by employing two or more hydraulic [18]. However all
cylinders have to be controlled synchronously in a very high accuracy in order to drive
the rotor.
O·Ajr Chamber filled
90' & 180'Ajr Chamber filled
270'"" Chamber FiIIod
O· & 90'Ajr Chamber Med
180'Ajr Chamber filled
270'& O·Air Chamber FiIIld
90' Ajr Chamber fil1ed
180'& 270' />Jr Chamber Fined
O'/>JrCh&_fiIIld
Ripollthe <)'<11
Figure 2.6 Operation sequence of hannonic drive pneumatic stepping motor
2.3.3 Pneumatic stepping motor using a wobble gear
Similar to a hannonic drive. a set of wobble gears has a pair of gears where one
has an extra tooth compared to the other. The smaller toothed gear has a shape as a be\'cl
g.ear and operates as a rotor. while the extra tooth on the other gear has a distinct figure
similar to a tapered intemal gear that functions as a wobbler. The Rotor. Wobble gear
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and their attachment are shown in figure 2.7. The Wobbler will be installed as a stator
part on a flexible coupling such as Universal joint or Flat formed spring over the Rotor
gear. It can not rotate but can be wobbled over the Rotor tooth face, and forces the rotor
to rotate with a driving ratio of wobble cycle per one tooth of rotor gear. Therefore this
ratio number is equal to the number of teeth on the rotor gear. The sequence of wobbling
to drive the rotor is shown in figure 2.8.
Rotor Gear Wobble Gear
Figure 2.7 Rotor and Wobble Gear and their attachment
There was a similar work that generated a rotation from a sequence of pneumatic
cylinders, but using Crown gears instead of Wobble gears [19]. The result is called a
Crown motor. In fact Wobble gcars and Crown gcars are very similar. but Wobble gcars
havc angled tccth and havc a more perfcct matching of tceth cngagcmcnt rathcr than thc
flat triangle shapc of Crown gcars. Thcrcfore. Crown motors have lowered perfonnance
and are less smooth than Wobble gears based motors.
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Another study has used a Wobble gear instead of the Crown gear, but the Wobble
gear was driven by electromagnetic force [20]. In order to gain high torque, the motor
was extended in length to install a large electromagnetic coil. Using electromagnetic
propulsion does not give the output rotation at high speed due to the limitation of
mechanism inside the motor. The motor can drive at maximum speed of4.3 rpm only.
O· Engaged
Wobbling Direction
Direction of rotation
·180· Engaged
Wobbling Direction
Direction of rotation
·60· Engaged
Wobbling Direction
Direction of rotation
·240· Engaged
Wobbling Direction
..
~
Direction of rotation
·120· Engaged
Wobbling Direction
..
BI~
Direction of rotation
-300· Engaged
Wobbling Direction
Direction of rotation
Figure 2.8 Sequencc ofWobblc gcar drivcn
Whilc many wonderful advanccmcnts such as thcsc discussed in this chaptcr havc
been proposed and/or implemented. to date no study has effectivcly yielded a matter for
the target application at hand. The concept for such a motor is presented in thc next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 3 - PROPOSED ACTUATOR CONCEPT
3.1 MECHANICAL COMPONENT DESIGN
Implementing to the design concept of using a Wobble gear to convert force from
pressurized air to shaft rotation, an approximated picture of new actuator was created. To
complete the idea and to provide a theoretical basis for the design process, the following
issues were considered. The collective accommodation of these issues describes how the
idea was developed into a final motor design.
3.1.1 Structure Design
The confom1ed mechanism was developed from the beginning concept of using
Wobble gears. As already described, the wobbling movement of a Wobble gear is
generated by the expansion of pressurized air. There were several methods to do so. One
is by using flexible material chambers, which is the most convenient technique. However,
by doing this, the motor cannot gain an extreme static torque due to the defom1ation of
the air chamber. Therefore a set of pistons and cylinders seemed to be the most suitable
method in tenns of simplification and perfom1ance. Moreover, because the wave
movement on a Wobble gear lies along the circumference portion of the motor's housing.
the pistons and cylinders can be placed around the center of the motor with less wasted
area. Figure 3.1 shows the layout of a cylinder with piston and the location of a Wobble
gears. It is convenient to make all pistons in a circular shape which provides a resultant
force from pressurized air by the relation:
F = PA = P;-;r~
Where r is the radius of a single piston
(3.1 )
Figure 3.1 Configuration of piston location
By arranging pistons in a circular shape around the center of motor, the wobbling
maneuver is produced by applying a bouncing sequence to all pistons. The number of
pistons has to be at least three in order to control the direction of rotation. Increasing the
number of pistons increases the number of step resolutions, but more components and
thus higher cost would be needed. Besides increasing manufacturing cost, too many
pistons will reduce the individual piston area, causing the reduction of total force to drive
the Wobble gear. The motor would than have less torque as a result. The relation of the
piston radius, position and number can be described in the following way.
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Figure 3.2 Pistons arrangement diagram
Assume that all pistons are placed around center with no space between them, the
number of pistons is represented by 11 where 11 is equal or more than 3. Figure 3.2 shows
diagram of such a piston arrangement with the related parameters.
In thc figurc,
r = piston radius
R = piston's location Icngth from thc motor center
a = anglc bctwccn two pistons (radians)
L = cord lcngth bctween thc ccntcr of two pistons
Sincc all pistons arc arranged in a circlc adjaccnt to and touching each other. thc
number of triangles ABC will be equal to number of piston as well. And thc anglc a
inside the triangle can be found by:
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(3.2)
There is also a circle pass through centers of all pistons. The circumference length
is equal to 2Td? , which is also equal to number of triangles multiplied by the cord length L.
But L is equal to aR, so:
2Td? =l/' L =naR
Combining (3.2) and (3.3) yield;
(3.3)
(3.4)
Hence, by establish the number of pistons and their size, the piston's center
location is determined by the following relation.
(3.5)
Assume that the resultant force from the piston drives the wobble gear at 100%
efficiency, the amount of torque per working pressure and number of pistons can be
written in equation 3.8 and plotted as a graph in figure 3.3 (assume R equal to 1) .
T=F·R=PA·R
Or
T 2
- = A .R = iV' . R
P
Hence.
T 1. ,(:<)P = :rR- S1I1' -;;
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(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
TIP
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Figure 3.3 Graph between number of pistons and torque per unit pressure
a.
JOin! 1,2 and 3 are revolute JOints
JOint 4 IS a pnsmatlc JOlnl
b.
JOin! 1 is a revclute JOin!
Joint 2 IS a combination of revolute
and prismatic jOints
JOin! 3 IS a pnsmatlc jOint
Figure 3.4 Mechanism of power transmission from piston to wobble gear
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After investigating the piston arrangement, a mechanism that transforms the piston
bouncing sequence into wobbling movement is now focused on. All pistons are moving
in prismatic joint types along the axial gear direction. A basic mechanism to connect a
piston to the wobble gear is by a two end revolute joint as shown in figure 3.4a. However,
constructing a small rod between a piston and a wobble gear is complicated and needs
more space. To simplify the motor construction, a combination between a prismatic and
revolute joint was used. By designing the piston's head to be a round shape, it is allowed
to slide and rotate behind the wobble gear surface as shown in figure 3.4 b. Because the
piston moves in a very short stroke (approximately I to 3 millimeters), it is suitable to use
this kind of mechanism. Both mechanisms have one degree of freedom which provides a
single constraint of movement and satisfies the principle of driving mechanisms in the
mechanics of machinery. However the second method is much simpler and still provides
good efficiency. Moreover it needs no high accuracy during manufacturing. Wearing at
the contact point between the piston and the Wobble gear might occur, but this can be
prevented by using lubrication between the parts.
For the rest of components, there is no need for a complicated supporting
theoretical concept. The exception is the Wobble gear geometry, which will be described
separately in this chapter. The methods of designing the shapes, detennining the sizes and
placing the location for all components are half technical concepts and half art concepts.
There is no need to explain parameters that have no effect on the motor's pCrf0n11ance.
Howevcr the strength of all parts had to be considered carcfully to make sure that the
actuator would work under a speci ticd condition without the failure of any componcnt.
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3.1.2 Strength Estimation
According to mechanical design theory, there is a failure criterion for all
component design. To prevent damage under a specific condition, some strength
estimating concepts are represented here. In order to know how much strength is needed
in every critical part, all significant stresses in those components must be identified.
However, it is very complicated to investigate stress and strain throughout the entire
system, because all components connect and they have effects on each other in many
different maneuvers at the same time. To simplify this, an investigation on the
components strength will be categorized into three different actions, which are as follows;
Compression stress between the piston and the Wobble gear, between the
Rotor gear and the thrust bearing, and between gear teeth
Shearing stress on the universal joint, pin, housing bolts, and gear teeth
Torsion on the Rotor shaft
In fact there is bending on some parts such as the universal joint, but it has very
little effect due to the very short length of those pieces. Therefore, it is not needed to
consider that phenomenon at this time. For the previous three actions, their theoretical
estimation are described as follows.
3.1.2.1 Compression stress provides a failure and defonnation from pressing
parts together. The stress is in a simple relation of force and area. or:
F
a=-
A
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(3.9)
While, defonnation or strain can be written in
0= Fl
AE
Where:
(J = stress on the component
F = resultant force on the component
A = Area that the force is acting
o= Strain or deformation
E = modulus of elasticity
(3.10)
The design value of stress for any component can be maximum stress or yield
stress, depending on the function of that particular component. If the component's shape
has an effect on the motor's function, the yield stress should be a better design value. On
the other hand if the part doesn't have a critical effect on the motor's function, it is a
good idea to use the maximum stress as a design criterion. However, the actual stress will
not exceed both stress values, because there is a safety factor which is used to multiply
the actual stress in order to shift the failure point far away from the working condition.
3.1.2.2 Shearing stress cstimation is suggested for use in many parts of this
dcsign. Thc failure from this strcss occurs whcn the component is shearcd out in the samc
dircction of the acting force or tcnds to defonn in this behavior. The method of stress
dctennination is the samc as for comprcssion strcss. but the dcsign value for shear strcss
is diffcrcnt. Because there is no actual shear strcss design value in most material tables.
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the amount of shear stress resistance can be found by following the maximum shear
criterion for failure estimation.
Where:
T = maximum shear stress
cry = yield stress
(3.11 )
3.1.2.3 Torsion in this design happens mainly in the rotor shaft, which is a
circular rod. The rotor shaft carries a torsion force during its operation; therefore its
failure must come from shearing stress. There is an individual equation of estimating
shear stress in a circular shaft as shown below.
Tr 16T
r=-=--J mJ3
Where:
T = shear stress in the shaft
T = torque applied on the shaft
r = shaft's radius
J = polar momcnt of incrtia
d = shaft·s diameter
(3.12)
Note: Aftcr cyaluating shcar stress in the shaft. the sclccted dcsign Y31ue will be
dctcnnincd from thc maximum shcar strcss cquation in the preyious scction.
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3.1.3 Safety Factor
The Factor of Safety (Sf), which is a number usually greater than 1, is used for
increasing reliability and preventing damage from unexpected conditions. There are
several theories to determine Safety Factor. The following is a simple equation for Safety
Factor estimation.
s = material strength
f computed stress
(3.13)
A criterion for choosing a suitable value of Safety Factor in general applications
is shown in table 3.1. In this design, some parts with easy-to-determine stress and strain
such as housing fasteners size will use Safety Factor at 2.0. On the other hand, for some
parts such as a Wobble gear tooth with its difficult to model dynamic behavior, a Safety
Factor of 3.0 was used.
Sf Conditions
1.25-1.5 Component perfomlance is well known, also as all loads.
This range is used extensively where there is a necessity to
minimize weight.
1.5-2.0 For well-known material under reasonably constant environmental
condition to loads and stress that can be detemlined readily.
2.0-2.5 For average materials used in ordinary environments and subjectcd
to loads and stress that can be cvaluated.
3.0-4.0 Untricd matcrial used undcr average conditions. load, and stress.
Also where strcss or environmcnts are unccrtain but the materials
arc bettcr known.
Table 3.1 Safety Factor criterion
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3.2 WOBBLE GEAR ENGAGEMENT PATH
The Wobble gear is a major component of this design. Because it has not been
widely used, there is less information about this type of gear. For this reason, a theoretical
proof will be conducted in this section to make sure that the design equations for Wobble
and Rotor gears is correct, and that both gears together will have a matching engagement.
Moreover, the resultant equations are also used to calculate gear geometries such as the
size of teeth, the angle of each tooth face, etc. These geometries are needed in the process
of gear design on CAD software for generating the G-code, subsequently used for cutting
the gear in a CNC machine.
In order to show the path of tooth engagement from the wobbling movement, a
model of both gears, Wobble and Rotor, was created as shown in figure 3.5. The Wobble
gear has a radius substituted by Rw , while the Rotor gear has radius Rr• Point B is the
center of wobbling where the Wobble gear can be yawned and pitched around the point
but can not be rotated with respect to the y axis. The rotation axis on the rotor gear is
aligned on y-axis same as point B.
Because the attachment path is unknown, the assumption of the contacting point
between the two gears is assigned initially at point A. From point A the simple
configurations of both two gears were created based on their radius and the locations of
the center. For the Wobble gear, the distance between the center of wobbling and the
center of a gear tooth is represented by h. The other two important parameters are the
number of Wobble and Rotor gear teeth. which are indicated by N" and Nr respectiycly.
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Figure 3.5 Engagcmcnt path gcomctry bctwccn Wobblc and Rotor gcars
In ordcr to find a path so that thc cngagcmcnt will bc matchcd, a function of y in
tcnn of x whcrcby both Wobblc and Rotor gcar sharc thcir sizc of diamctcr pitch can bc
dctcnnincd by thc following.
Lct
N Rk =-" =-~. bc a ratio bctwccn numbcr of tccth on thc waycd disk and thc
Nr Rr
rotor disk. For gcomctry of hannonic dri,"c in a singlc attachmcnt. the most cfiicicnt
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difference for the number of teeth between driver and rotor is one. For a first case,
assume Rw has one tooth more than Rr, so that,
k = Rw = n + I
Rr 11
From figure 3.5, it has been shown that
r Iz Iz
or,
By rearranging, the quadratic equation for rw , the equation can be written,
( R;-1z
2 )r 2 _(2RrkJr +R;e +1=0
I 2R2 \I' I 2 \I' I 21 r 1 1
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
In general, solving the equation will gives 2 values of rw , that means the Wobble
gear can be placed at 2 different positions. According to the trigonometry of the
configuration, the equation represents two opposite triangles around AB . However, only
r" < R" will give a compatible maneuver between the two gears.
With the suitable f" , there are also the relations:
8 Rr Rrcos = - = ---'------
r R - h· tan 8\t ,\
and.
\k2 -R;
t3118=---
,.
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(3.18)
(3.19)
At any point, the contribution of diameter pitch between two disks gives,
diameter pitch of rotor disk = diameter pitch of waved disk
or
2m 2;r(R... - r". cos B+ x cos B - y cos B· tan B)
=
1/ 1/+1
By substituting cos B, tan eand k = 1/ + 1 the relation of x and y is:
11
R2 R ~r2 R2h kR r r ... r= r --+x-- y
r... r". r...
Rewriting y in term of x,
r [(R J R2 J)' = ... X _r - k + kR r __r~.2 R2 r r1 - H' U'W r
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
The above equation represents the path of the engaged pitch diameter of the two
gear disks.
Note that the equation is a straight line equation. When x is equal to Rr , y will be
equal to zero which means the contributed diameter pitch path passes through point A,
proving that the starting point assumption (point A) is valid.
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3.3 DIGITAL SOLENOID VALVE SELECTION
According to the design parameters, the solenoid valves directly effect to the
motor's performance. Choosing a correct size of digital valves is very important. Since
the piston type of action should be self retracting, the valve type has to be the three ports
and two distinct position type or the 3/2 valve. And because the electronic control is very
convenient with high efficiency, the driver type for the valve was assigned to be a
magnetic or solenoid valve. When the valve is working, a high rate switching has to be
supplied to the electromagnetic coil therefore the low voltage coil type was selected for
safety reasons.
Beside all the main configurations already mentioned, a final selected parameter
was the valve size or volume coefficient (Cv). The volume coefficient represents an
amount of flow rate that the valve can carry under a specific pressure and fluid specific
gravity. Bigger Cv valves are usually better. However, obtaining a bigger Cv means a
bigger valve size, which is more expensive and needs more electric power. The
appropriate size for the valve is calculated based on the general procedure of pneumatic
valve calculation as described in the following.
The C can be detennined using the formula:
Q TGC,. =-- 1-----
114.5 t1P(P2 + ~)
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(3.23)
Where the flow is required to move the piston (Q) is determined by:
VCIQ=-
t
The compression factor Cf is defined as
Where the parameters are:
V = Volume to move the piston, litter
t = time in order to have a full stroke, sec
PI = Inlet pressure, bar
P2 = Outlet pressure, bar
Pa = Atmospheric pressure, 1 bar
T = Temperature, Kelvin
G = Specific gravity, (1.0 for air)
~P = Pressure drop across valve, bar
(3.24)
(3.25)
By substituting all parameters, a suitable valve size can be detennincd in the foml
of volumc coefficicnt (e) which is specificd by thc valve manufacturcr. Thc choscn
valvc must have an equal or highcr volumc cocfficicnt than that calculated.
Implementing all of thc theoretical design considerations discusscd in the chapter.
a prototype motor was designed and manufactured. This is discussed in thc following
chapter
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CHAPTER 4 - MOTOR DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
4.1 DESIGN PARAMETERS
A prototype motor was designed to be the same size of electromagnetic stepping
motor size 23, so that both motors could be compared experimentally. In order to achieve
the output performance that was mentioned in chapter 1, all components in the design
were carefully investigated. The important parameters and characteristics which lead to
the design idea and basic configuration are categorized and presented in the following:
4.1.1 \Vobbling generator.
According to the amount and arrangement of piston concept discussed in the
previous chapter, it is obvious that using a lesser amount of pistons will provide a higher
amount of torque on the Rotor gear. However, the minimum number of pistons is three in
order to control motor direction. Moreover, minimum pistons also need minimum
components and accessories. Even though the motor will have minimum resolution for
having only three pistons, the rcsolution can be raised by increasing the number of
Wobble gcar tceth.
Similar to the hannonic drivc typc, the numbcrs of piston and gcar tecth
detcnnine thc stcp rcsolution. Howcvcr, thc number of pistons indicatcs the number of
solcnoids valvc that havc to be uscd as wcll. In this design. thc wobbling is gcncratcd by
three pistons. This is the minimum number of pistons that can produce bi-direction
driving action. Figure 4.1 shO\\'s the arrangement of thc three pistons and the wobble gear.
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Figure 4.1 Arrangement of three wobbling generation pistons
4.1.2 Piston stroke
One of the important design parameters is the piston stroke. Because the motor
works by expansion of pressurized air, the motor speed relies on how fast the air can be
expanded through the piston chamber. By reducing the piston stroke, one step performed
by a piston movement will be done quicker. However, the length of piston movement
depends on the wobbling angle of the Wobble gear. The angle is determined by the gear
diameter and wobbling center position, which will be discussed in the next topic. The
configuration of piston stroke is shown in figure 4.2.
4.1.3 \Vobbling joint and center
According to the drive method associated with a Wobble gear, the Wobblers must
be able to rotatc around its center in two axes not in the direction of rotor shaft rotation.
There are many types of flcxible coupling deviccs that can be used to hold a Wobble gear
such as a Flat F0n11 Spring. A flat spring is low cost and casy to manufacture but it has an
unccrtain centcr of flcxibility. In this dcsign. a cross ccntcr univcrsal joint was sclectcd as
a wobbling ccntcr devicc.
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Figure 4.2 Configuration of piston stroke
4.1.4 \Vobble gear specification
By knowing the motor size and choosing a universal joint as a gear holder, the
Wobble gear configuration is approximately determined. In general, some configurations
are limited by the other accomplice components. For example, the wobbling center length
depends on the size and shape of the universal joint and the gear diameter relics on the
diameter of the motor. On the other hand, for some specifications, there is a flexible
range to choose such as the gear thickness or number of gear teeth. However, the chosen
parameters will affect the motor perfonnance, depending on how critical those
parameters arc. One of the most important parameters is the shape of the gear teeth.
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According to the theory of gears, different shapes of gear tooth will lead to
different behavior of the driven motion. However the characteristic of the gear shape is
not the main purpose of this study. Moreover, Wobble gear tooth geometry has not been
seriously studied, and there is limited information provided for this type of gear.
Furthermore, because of the unique inverse cone shape of a Wobble gear, the gear cannot
be manufactured in a conventional way. As a prototype design, choosing a complicated
gear tooth shape would result in tedious effort and it would be out of the focus area. Due
to these reasons, a simple circular shape for gear teeth was chosen. Although the
semicircle shape is less efficient, the 90-degree contact angle gives the extreme static
torque, which is one of the desired specifications. Figure 4.3 shows the main
configuration of the Wobble gear chosen.
Universal Joint Wobble Gear
Figure 4.3 Configuration on the gear tccth shape
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4.1.5 Rotor gear support and lubrication
According to the principle of wobble gear drives, the resultant force between the
Wobble and Rotor gears is mainly in the axial direction. Then the wobbling maneuver
will transform the force into the rotation movement of the Rotor. For this reason, the
suitable supporter for the Rotor gear is a thrust bearing. And because of the 90-degree
vector transform between axial and radius force, the lubrication on both the thrust bearing
and the gear teeth surface has to be well prepared.
4.2 COMPONENT DETAILS AND TECHNICAL DRA\VINGS
In additional to all the main design configurations that had to be fixed, other
parameters were chosen by individually considering component tasks. For some factors,
values were approximately chosen such as shaft diameter and length, O-ring size,
pneumatic fitting size, etc. The details related to important parameters are shown in table
4.1; figures 4.4 to 4.11 show detailed drawings of individual components. The overall
size of the assembled motor is shown in figure 4.12.
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Parts Important parameters Note
Pistons Numbers of pistons: 3 141.5 Newton force
Bore area: 283 mm2 at 5 bars air
Stroke: 1.8 mm pressure
Wobble Gear Number of teeth: 51
Diameter: 50.68 mm Ratio of wobbling
Engaged Angle: 11.21' to rotation is 50: 1,
Rotor Gear Number of teeth: 50 Tooth payload area
Diameter: 49.94 mm is 20.8 mm2
Engaged Angle: 15.24'
Universal Joint Pin payload area: 7 mmL
Table 4.1 Important design parameters
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:\laterial: Aluminum 2011 T3 Unit: mi11 imeter Sheet:
Figure 4.5 Details dra\\-ing of Pistons
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l\ame:
Univcrsal Joint
Project:
Quantity:
pncumatic stcpping motor
~Ialerial: Stainlcss Stccl T316 Unit: millimctcr Sheet:
Figure 4.6 Dctails drawing ofUnivcrsal Joint Parts
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Name:
Wobble gear
Project: pneumatic stepping motor
:\Iaterial: Brass 360 H02 Unit: millimeter Sheet:
Figure 4.7 Details drawing of Wobble Gear
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Name:
Air Chambcr
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~~~
Project: pncumatic stcpping motor
;\l3terial: Brass 360 H02 Unit: millimctcr
Figure 4.8 Dctails drawing of Rotor Gcar
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l'iame:
Housing
Project:
Quantity:
pneumatic stcpping motor
;\latcrial: Stainless Steel T303 Unit: millimctcr Sheet:
Figure 4.9 Dctails drawing of~lotor Housing
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Bush and Shaft
I: C
Project: pneumatic stepping motor
Quantity: 1 each
:\laterial: Brass 360 H02 for Bush
Stainless Steel T316 for Shaft
Unit: millimeter Sheet:
Figure 4.10 Details drawing of Bush and Shaft
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l'Iame:
Arbitrary componcnts
Project: pneumatic stepping motor
Quantit)': -
;\laterial: Stainlcss Steel T316 for Pins Unit: millimctcr Sheet:
Figure 4.11 Details drawing of arbitrary components.
S6
Name:
Asscmblcd motor
Project: pncumatic stcpping motor
;\latcrial: - Unit: millimctcr Sheet:
Figure .t.12 Details drawing of complete assembled motor
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4.3 MANUFACTURING DETAILS
As a prototype machine, almost all the parts were manufactured by manual and
CNC machining, except for some parts such as o-rings, metal balls, etc. which could be
easily obtained from a standard mechanical component supplier. For the parts that had to
be machined, suitable raw materials were selected by considering their task as the first
priority rather than considering the economy aspect.
4.3.1 Raw Material Selections
Most of the parts were made from stainless steel and aluminum alloys due to their
ability of corrosion resistance and good appearance. However for the Wobble and Rotor
gears, they were made from free machining brass 360-H02. As mentioned before, both of
the gears have a unique geometry seldom used before in industry, therefore. Accordingly,
there was no specific tool or machine available that could be used to cut this kind of gear.
As a result, the gears were manufactured by CNC machining with the codes individually
generated from CAD software. Due to the reason that the gear teeth must be in small size
and thus must be machined by a small ball-mill cutter down to the size of 1/32 inches
diameter, an approximate 1.5 MB length of G-code was needed to fonn each gear. With a
high-speed tool, it takes about 8 hours to safely cut a single gear from steel material.
Therefore free machining brass was used to reduce cutting time for this prototype
manufacturing. Table 4.2 is the list of standard components. while table 4.3 indicates the
parts that had to be manufactured with the types and customized cut of their raw
materials.
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Component Standard Quantity
a-rings 2-014 standard size, N70 material 6
Ball metals 4 mm diameter, hard chrome 24
Retaining ring Outer ring 8 mm 1
Cover bolts Flat head, 6-32 3
Fitting Male NPT 114, 5/16 00 host 3
Table 4.2 Details of standard components
Component Material Customized cut (mm.) Quantity
Air Chamber Stainless steel T303 02.25 inches, 2 inches long 1
Piston Aluminum 2011 T3 00.75 inches, 5 inches long 1
Universal joint Stainless steel T316 00.75 inches, 3 inches long 1
00.25 inches, 2 inches long 1
Wobble gear Brass 360 H02 02 inches, 1.5 inches long 1
Rotor gear Brass 360 H02 02 inches, 1.5 inches long 1
Shaft Stainless steel T316 00.375 inches, 6inches long 1
Bush Brass 360 H02 00.5 inches, 2 inches long 1
Housing Stainless steel T303 Pipe schedule 40, 02.25 inches,
3 inches long 1
02.25 inches, 1 inches long 1
Joint Pins Stainless steel T316 00.25 inches, 6 inches long 1
Table 4,3 Raw material details for parts manufactured
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4.3.2 Machining
All the components required precise manufacturing due to the small-size gear
teeth on the Wobble gear. One tenth of a millimeter of miss-alignment can cause rugged
movement or unequal step drive on the shaft. For the parts that have to be assembled
together or function on each other such as Shaft and Bush, or Pistons and Air Chamber,
tolerance sizes were selected carefully in order to make them fit each other.
As a prototype, it is inconvenient to setup a CNC machine and write codes for
manufacturing just one simple part that could more easily be made manually. Therefore,
almost all of the machined components were manually machined. However, it was not
possible to machine the Wobble gears by hand. They were cut using a vertical 3 axis
CNC milling machine. Figure 4.13 shows the process of wobble gear cutting.
Because all materials are stainless steel, aluminum and brass, painting or surface
anti-oxidization was not needed after the manufacturing. But a good surface finishing
was needed for the pistons and for their chambers or shaft and inside bush that had to
slide on each other.
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Figure 4.13 Wobble gear machining
4.3.3 Assembling
After the machining and collection of all parts, the components were assembled
according to the diagram in figure 4.14. The assembling sequence is described orderly in
table 4.4. There was no specific tool needed for the assembling. However, an amount of
grease was applied to both gears teeth surfaces, thrust bearing rail and ball mctals.
Figures 4.15 to 4.21 show the finished parts and the sequcnce of asscmbling. Thc
complcte prototype pneumatic stcpping motor show in Figure 4.21 could now bc tcstcd
and cyaluatcd. This is discussed in chaptcr 5.
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Assembling Procedure Tools Note
I a-rings onto Pistons Tweezers Avoid a twist of a-rings
2 Pistons with a-rings into Air - Apply a little lubricate oil
chambers
3 Universal joint #1 onto Air Screw driver -
chambers
4 Universal joint #2 onto joint #1 Clamper Apply pin
5 Wobble gear onto Universal Hex keys -
joints
6 Shaft into Rotor gear sleeve Press machine Apply a Dowell pin size 1116"
7 Metal balls into Housing - Arrange all Metal balls in the sleeve
using grease as a lubricator and
stick them all into the sleeve
8 Rotor with Shaft into Housing Retaining ring - Make sure that all metals ball are
Pliers sit in the sleeve
- Apply Retaining ring on the shaft
to lock its with the Housing
9 Housing with Rotor and Shaft Hex keys Apply grease on the both gear tooth
onto Air chambers with Wobble surface
gear
Tnblc 4.4 Motor asscmbling sequencc
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Rotor Gear
Air Chamber
(Rear Body)
___-~ Shaft
.,
: 11 ~\I~ .'."'" /.
, '~. .J-
.,<~.,
~1L.~~fr---a-ring
Metal ball 0
~() .
o
Motor Housing
Universal Joint
Figure 4.14 Assemble diagram of all components
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Figure 4.15 Finished Air Chamber part
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Figure 4.16 Pistons with O-ring attachment and their installation inside the Air
Chamber
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Figure 4.17 Both universal joint parts and their installation over the Air Chamber
Figure 4.18 Complete Wobble gear and its attachment on the universal joint
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Figure 4.19 Rotor gear combining with the shaft by press fit and a spring pin
. '" _...:. ~
Figure 4.20 Motor housing and the attachment to the Rotor gear
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I·
Figure 4.21 Complete assembled motor with the NPTlI4 air fitting
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CHAPTER 5 - PROTOTYPE ACTUATOR EVALUATION
After the manufacturing was completed, the motor was tested to determine its
performance. The newly developed motor was also compared to the previously used
electromagnetic stepping motor. To test the motor, some elaborate equipments were
created. A simple experiment was also conducted to evaluate the motor characteristics
with a set of parameters varied.
5.1 MOTOR DRIVE TESTING
The motor itself cannot be used without the accompanying devices, which are, an
air compressor, the solenoid valves and the control system. Figure 5.1 shows a system
diagram for driving the motor. The pressurized air from the compressor is connected to
the solenoid valves. The air might have a treatment apparatus that withdraws moisture
from the air and adds some spray of oil in order to lubricate the moving parts in the
system. A pressure regulator might be placed in the line before the solenoid valve as well.
The pressure level is set by first considering the solenoid valve limit. Because the motor
can work under a higher pressure than the solenoid valve, which normally works at
pressures around 2 to 7 bars, the number of solenoid valves has to be equal to the number
of pistons; in this case, there are three solenoid valves for three pistons. The valves will
be driven by Switching Circuit in the sequence as shown in table 5.1. note that there are 6
steps to complete the wobbling in one cycle. In order to achieve these specific sequences.
a logic device has to be applied in the control circuit. Using a digital counter circuit is the
simplest method to generate a driving sequence. However the counter is not flexible and
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it is difficult to monitor the motor drive status. For this reason, a computer control IS
setup to control the motor. The details of the control circuit will be described later.
~.------------------,
Motor
Pistons
~-------------------
3/2 Solenoid Valves
Logic Control J
Circuit
Air Pressured Source
Pressure Regulator
Lubricator
Figure 5.1 Pneumatic diagrams for driving the motor
Forward Reward
Step Binary Piston Piston Piston Binary Piston Piston Piston
count # 1 #2 #3 count # 1 #2 #3
1 4 1 0 0 4 1 0 0
2 6 1 1 0 5 1 0 1
3 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
4 3 0 1 1 3 0 1 1
5 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0
6 5 1 0 1 6 1 1 0
1 4 1 0 0 4 1 0 1
Table 5.1 Logic control in two directions
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5.1.1 Digital valves calculations
Referring to the theory of valve size selection presented earlier in chapter 3, all
needed parameters are now known. Therefore the size of the volume coefficient Cv can
be found by the following calculation.
The piston diameter selected was 18 millimeters, and the piston stroke was 1.8
mm. Therefore the expended volume inside the piston is:
v =Jrr 2 L =3.14x9 2 x1.8 =457.812 mm 3 , or 0.000457812 liter.
Because most of the solenoid valves have a response time of more than 1 ms, the
piston reaction time is suggested to be a minimum of 1 ms. Therefore there is 0.001
second for the parameter 1.
PI is suggested as the solenoid valve maximum working pressure, which is 10
bars, while the pressure drop across the valve ~P is 0.15 bars. Consequently the outlet
pressure is P2 = PI - ~P = 9.85 bars.
The working temperature is assumed to be at room temperature which is 293 K.
According to all suggested parameter, the valve size can be found by:
C
f
=(lO+I)=11
1
and
0= 0.000457812 xii =5.03593
- 0.001
Hence. C is equal to:
c, = 5.03593 I 293 x 1 =0.5901 ::: 0.6
114.5 \0.15(9.85+1)
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(5.1)
(5.2)
(5.3)
Because all three pistons inside the motor are working simultaneously, when one
piston pushes out, it will cause the Wobble gear to pull the other pistons back in,
therefore, the Cv value is doubled to make sure that the valve allows air to go through the
system smoothly. Three 3/2 solenoid valves with Cv equal to 1.2 were selected for driving
the motor.
+ 24 vons
470
Solenoid Valve #1
~
LED
470
Solenoid Valve #2
3.3K
~
LED
470
Solenoid Valve #3
~
LED
To Logic Sequencer Output
Figure 5.2 Solenoid valve driving circuit
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5.1.2 Switching circuit
As mention before, the solenoid valve has to be driven by a Switching circuit. In
general, the control device that produces a sequence signal does not have enough power
to drive the solenoid valves. Therefore, a type of amplifier is needed to power up the
signal to the valves. The amplifier uses an easy on/off full bias transistor for one solenoid
valve. The whole circuit has only three transistors and a small amount of accessory
components, providing a very low cost driver circuit for this type of motor as compared
to an electromagnetic stepping motor. The details of this Switching circuit are shown in
figure 5.2.
5.1.3 Sensor installation
Although the stepping motor can work without a feedback device, it needs at least
a first reference point that can be set as an origin coordinate. Moreover, the motor was
built as a prototype; therefore, the motor characteristic cannot be conducted without any
sensor. For this reason, a position transducer was installed on the motor in order to
measure its maneuver.
The most convenient sensor to be placed with the motor is an optical encoder.
With the a high resolution of 900 pulses per revolution which can count up to 3600
positions per revolution by using a quadratic incremental counter, the transducer does not
only indicate the shaft position. but it can monitor the motor speed at the same time. By
mcasuring the position change in an amount of timc. the spccd can be specified VCI)'
prccisely. but it dcpcnds on the pcriod of sampling as well.
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Figure 5.3 motor's mounting plate with encoder mounting area
In general, all sensors should be placed at the bottom of the motor to prevent a
damage possibility from any movement of the shaft. Since the motor was designed to be
easily manufactured, however, there was no space to place the transducer at the bottom.
Therefore, the encoder was installed at the motor's shoulder. However, on the shoulder
flank, it was designed for a motor mounting. As a result, a motor's L-shape leg was
placed to hold the motor and the encoder at the same time. Figure 5.3 shows the motor
holder, and figure 5.4 shows the installation of the encoder.
Figure 5.4 Installation for optical encoder
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Testing a motor requires very expenSIve equipment for very detailed
characterization. However, this research was not intended to focus on a high accuracy
motor performance. A simple and reliable experiment was set up and conducted to
evaluate the essential motor performance that would be enough to compare with the
conventional motor.
Due to the method of motor drive, the air pressure that is supplied to the motor via
a pneumatic host must play an important role in the motor performance. Because air is a
compressible fluid, the volume inside the air host should have an effect on the motor's
output as well. Therefore, the important parameters in this experiment were assigned as
follows:
Output torque is a measured parameter
Output speed is a measured parameter
Pressure, varies from 3.44 bars (50 psi) to 6.20 bars (90 psi), step side 0.689
bars (10 psi)
Air host volume, at three sizes of length: 1.2 meter, 0.6 meter., and 0.2 metcr
Because the mcasured parameters are speed and torque, there are two ways to find
the relationship between both parameters; one is by fixing the torque with varying speed
and another one by fixing speed with varying torque. Generally. an actuator such as a
motor will have a lower torque at higher speed. Therefore. the experiment can be
conducted by applying a constant torque to the motor shaft. while the speed is slowly
increased until the motor cannot carry the load. At this point. the speed would be the
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maximum speed achievable at that level of torque. In order to make this type of
experiment, the motor might need a very long tum to catch up the highest speed
especially when applying a small torque to the shaft. As a result the method of varying
the torque at a fixed speed was chosen for this experiment.
By fixing the drive speed, the motor was assigned to carry a load that was slowly
increased. At some point in this process, the motor will no longer be able to power to
drive, and it will stop. At this point, the torque will be the maximum torque achieveable
at that specific speed. The simple adaptable load selected for this experiment was an
extension spring in which the spring stiffness could be chosen for a suitable rotation
length measurement. The diagram of the resulting experiment setup is shown in figure
5.5.
As shown in the picture, the motor was equipped with a cable reel. The reel was
80 millimeters in diameter, so that the force applied to the cable could be converted to
load torque by multiplying the measured force by the 40 millimeters radius. The cable
from the reel was run through a couple of pulleys, and connected to an extension spring
at another end. By doing this, it is allowed the spring to be placed horizontally on the
ground. Moreover, when the spring was positioned on the floor, it didn't need to carry its
own weight and thus became more stable as well.
On the control part, the computer was interfaced with a 9 port universal I/O card
(PCI). The card is able to send or receive digital signals at 8 bits for every 9 ports. One
port was set to be an output port. which sends a programmed sequence of logic on its last
three digits to drive the solenoid \'alves: while another one and a half ports were set to be
input ports. which repeatedly read the position value from the optical encoder. Because
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the signal from computer interface card does not have enough power to drive the solenoid
valve directly, a switching driver circuit was utilized to help amplifying the signal before
sending it the valves.
On the air pressure circuit, the pressurized air at about 7 bars was supplied
through the solenoid valves. A water filter and lubricator for the treatment were placed at
the air input as well. It was also equipped with a pressure regulator and a pressure gauge,
so that the pressure could be adjusted and kept constant during the experiment. The actual
experimental setup is shown in figure 5.6.
computer
Control
Output
_____________~ Switching
Driver
<:-------------------------------------j
1....- ---' Input :
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Optical Encoder I
Compressor
Figure 5.5 cxperimcntal setup diagrams
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The experimental procedure was simple and effective procedure. Because the
motor reel pulling the cable and extending the spring is also connected to the optical
encoder, the position reading from encoder provides information about the extension
position on the spring as well. The algorithm for testing the motor in the fixed speed and
increasing torque fashion was as follows.
First of all, the cable and reel were set at a position that the extension spring had a
zero stretch as a beginning position. The computer was then programmed to count this
position as the zero location. When starting to test the motor, a driving speed was input
into the program. The software then set out driving sequences to the valves based on
desired the input speed. The motor then rotated the reel, pulling the cable and causing the
spring to stretch slowly. While driving the motor in every step, the computer also kept
reading the position from the encoder, too. Because the optical resolution combined with
the quadratic incremental encoder counter could read the shaft position up to 3600
positions per revolution, in every drive step the software suggest that the shaft position be
increased by at least 10 steps (motor step resolution is 300 steps per revolution).
Therefore when the computer read on incremental position that was less than 8 positions
in any drive step, a slip between the wobble gear was assumed to have occurred. This
position, representing the maximum load torque for that specified speed, was recorded
automatically by the program. Figure 5.7 shows the program flow chart for this
experiment.
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From the testing method, all the data is in the form of encoder position. To
convert these numbers into load torques, there are two tasks to do. One is to convert the
encoder positions into the spring stretching lengths. This is quite simple, and the result is
a linear relationship. The second task is to convert the spring stretching lengths to the
pulling forces. In this process, the same pulleys and cable were used. But instead of
connecting the cable to the reel, it was connected to a known weight. By changing those
weights, the extended length corresponding to each force was determined. Finally, the
encoder positions can be transferred to load torques.
7S
Figure 5.6 Actual experimental set-up
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.>--~ Load value P1 into PO
Note: manually start the test at no
stretching on the spring
r-----"-----....
- Input speed command
- Read position from Optical
Encoder and set the
position as a PO
- Record the position Pl
- Stop the program
Figure 5.7 Flow chart of testing program
5.3 RESULTS
By using the experimental procedure as mentioned in the previous section, a set of
graphs were generated. These results are presented in this section. There was some
fluctuation in the output data during the experiment. For this reason, each experiment was
repeated 4 times. The presented for each case is the average of each set of 4 values.
5.3.1 Speed-Torque Graph
The testing of most common rotary actuator includes a study of the speed ycrsus
torque relationship for difTerent situation. Due to thc rcason that thc motor can work with
different levcls of prcssurizcd air. fiyc Icyels of prcssurc wcrc supplied at fi\'c ditTcrcnt
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speeds. The actuator was tested to find the maximum speed, which was found to be about
21 rpm at 50 psi. Beyond this speed the motor started to lose its orderly sequence of
driving. In fact, this speed limitation was not from the motor but from the solenoid valves.
When the pressure is increased, the maximum speed is also raised but only to a small
degree. Therefore a maximum testing speed was set at 20 rpm for every level of pressure.
Doing so enabled all graphs to be compared together. The graph in figure 5.8 is the result
from using a 0.2-meter length for the air hosts. Because different lengths of air hosts are
suggested to give different outputs, several lengths of air hosts were used and the results
are represented in the following section.
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Figure 5.8 Speed torquc characteristic at 0.2 mctcr air host sizc
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5.3.2 Air host length effect
Because air is considered as a compressible fluid, its volume is dramatically
reduced at high level of pressure. As a result, the volume inside the air host between each
solenoid valve and the motor will yield different output speed-torque-characteristics.
When the solenoid valve is opened and pressured air is allowed to come through the air
host toward the chamber inside the motor, it takes more time for a longer air host.
Moreover, it needs more time to fill the pressurized air in all the volume of the air
chamber plus the volume inside the air host. Therefore the motor starts to lose its torque
faster when it moves from one step to another step. Consequently, the motor will have a
lower maximum speed at any specific pressure. In this experiment, there were three
different lengths of air host, the 0.2-meter, result which were previously shown in figure
5.8, and in the two following figures at 0.7 and 1.2 meters respectively.
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(N-m) 06
04
02
o
I
\
\ -+- 344.73 kPa (50 psi)-- 413.68 kPe (60 psi)
.--- ._-.---
.---. \ i 482.63 kPe (70 psi)-- ! 551.58 kPa (80 psi)I
-- 620.52 kPa (90 psi)
-.
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• • • .~ \JI Driving Air PressureI
I
i
!
4 8 12 16
Speed (rpm)
20
Figure 5.9 Speed torque characteristic at 0.7 meter air host size
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Figure 5.10 Speed torque characteristic for a 1.2 meters air host size
5.3.3 Comparison of Pneumatic and Electromagnetic Stepping Motors
Figure 5.11 shows a comparison of speed-torque graphs for both the prototype
pneumatic stepping motor and current electromagnetic stepping motor. For the prototype
motor, it is a curve from the 90 psi pressurized air source. As can be seen from the graph,
the prototype motor has a shorter length of working speed, but it produces dynamic
torque about 3 times more than current motor. This torque can be made even higher by
increasing the supplied air pressure. Moreover, the static torque from the prototype motor
is very high. The exact value cannot be found experimentally because it will cause
damage to the gear teeth. However. a theoretical estimation has shown that the prototype
motor has static torque capability 40 times more than the current elcctromagnetic
stepping motor.
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Figure 5.11 A comparison between pneumatic stepping and electromagnetic stepping
motors
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CHAPTER 6 - DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMANDATIONS
6.1 ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
After testing, the actual performance from experimentation was known, and it was
compared to the designing characteristics which were established at the beginning of the
study. There were also some characteristics that were not considered in the design
process, but were found to be important during testing. The actual motor performance is
represented here by separately representing the achieved characteristics which met design
goals and those that did not.
6.1.1 Achieved characteristics
A remarkable characteristic from the prototype actuator is its extreme static
torque. According to the 90 degree contact angle on the Wobble gear teeth, the motor can
be held in a position with a torque similar to a mechanical break. The actual amount of
torque could not be test because it might cause damage to the component inside the motor.
However, by calculating the payload area on the gear tooth, an approximate value of
static torque is 50 N-m.
At the high amount of static torque, the motor also consumes very small amount
of energy in order to remain at a fixed position. By assuming that there is no leak of air in
the piston cylinder. the only requircd energy is a little electricity for holding the solenoid
valvcs. The actual holding torquc does not come from those valvcs. but comcs from
prcssurizcd air which is pushing the Wobble gcar to lock with the Rotor. For this
configuration. thcre is another bcncfit which is a zcro backlash at the output shaft. Evcn
though thc Wobblc gcars arc wcaring out from long time scn'ice. at c\'ery stopping step
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both gears will be compressed by the piston and there is not clearance or backlash
between them.
In addition to producing an extreme static torque, the actuator also gives a high
dynamic torque. At 90 psi, it produces 3 times higher torque than the current
electromagnetic stepping motor. By increasing the input air pressure, output torque can
be made higher without harm to the actuator. However the solenoid valves in the
pneumatic application usually have a working pressure range from 3 to 7 bars only. If the
actuator needs more torque, a special solenoid valve might be needed.
From the process of manufacturing the motor, it has already been shown that the
actuator has a simple structure is easy to conduct. This is because there is a small number
of components, and each components is readily producible. This characteristic reduces
the total cost of manufacturing the motor, and thus potentially found it useful for other
applications as well.
Finally, the motor has shown an ability to use a central power source that was one
of the design goals. The power source comes from a compressed air container which is
filled by a compressor driven by an electric motor. The capability of sharing the central
power source will reduce the cost and time of installing the motor. On the other hand
from the experiments, the air host which is connected between motor and solenoid cannot
be too long. It has been shown that longer air hosts will cause a decrease in output
perfonnance.
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6.1.2 Unachieved Characteristics
The biggest drawback of the prototype motor is its low output speed. The actual
maximum speed is lower than the estimated value. In fact the speed limitation comes
from the capability of the solenoid valves which are used to control the pressurized air to
the motor. The motor itself can maneuver faster if the air can be charged into the motor
quicker.
From the experimentation, other undesirable behaviors such as vibration and
nOise were uncovered. There was not much vibration but it still could cause some
disturbance if the motor was installed without a suitable mounting. Because the valves
are of the spoon type, more than 50 % of the noise comes from the solenoid valves rather
than the actuator. The noise also comes from the releasing the pressurized air during
discharge from the cylinders. Even though a silencer was used, it cannot totally ease the
sound.
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6.2 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the prototype motor met almost all of the requirements set as
designing goals at the beginning of the study. Its performance is remarkable giving its
simple structure and low construction cost. Even though there are still some weaknesses
that need to be overcome, the result from this research has already shown the potential to
apply this motor in a real application.
As mentioned in the previous section, the prototype actuator has a maximum
speed less than that which was estimated. Aside from that, it met all the desired
requirement characteristics. Moreover it shows an extreme static torque greater than what
was expected. If one considers only the flow filling control in injection molding, valve
turning speed is not a critical parameter. Because from the previous related research, it
was only single adjustment that was needed to balance injection molding processes.
There are many similar applications that require the same maneuver, and this new motor
seems to fit all of them. Some alternative application, however, might need dynamic
control as well.
Although the prototype motor worked perfectly, it has to be developed further if it
will be used in a commercial setting. The prototype motor was made based on a research
objective. For example, the material selection and durability was not of much concern
during the design process. A guideline of development and future work for this type of
motor is presented in the next section.
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6.3 RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK
As the prototype actuator still has some weaknesses, there are two mam
recommended developments for this motor. One is the improvement for the actuator itself,
and another is upgrading the solenoid valves. The following are three suggested
characteristics that should be improved.
increasing maximum speed
reducing vibration
reducing noise
For the motor, even though the speed limitation is most dependent on solenoid
valve performance, the reduction of the piston stroke can help to improve the maximum
speed. Because pressurized air needs a minimum time to expand when there is minimum
space in air chamber. However, increasing the piston stroke will affect all of the
structures inside the motor. A transmission mechanism between the pistons and the
Wobble gear might need to be changed in order to locate the piston movement closer to
the center of wobbling. This also affects on the output torque, because moving the
resultant force from the piston closer to the wobbling center is reducing the total moment
on the gear at the same time.
To reduce the vibration, there are two main components which cause this, the
pistons and the Wobble gear. Because all pistons are working by moving back and forth,
their momentum balance is also cyclic and causes the vibration force. Therefore by
reducing the piston weight, the vibration force can also be lowered. Howeycr to reduce
the pistons weight. there are other parameters involved that have to be considered
carefully. These include volume and the friction between the pistons and the air chamber.
S9
Similar to the pistons, the Wobble gear produces vibration too, but its dynamic behavior
is more complicated. There are several methods to reduce the vibration from the gear, but
the easiest way is to reduce the gear weight along with that the pistons.
Actually there is not much noise that came from motor, and it should be lowered
when the piston weight is reduced. Because most of the sound from motor came from the
pistons hitting the Wobble gear, a thin and soft material can also be used as a buffer
between those components.
As already mentioned, the perfonnance of the solenoid valves is the mam
characteristic to detennine the maximum speed. As quick as the solenoid valves can be
switched means as fast as the motor can rotate. However developing solenoid valves is
not an easy job, as there are many types of solenoid valves. Some types can operate at a
very high speed such as fuel injection control valves in automobiles. But to apply this
kind of valve, there has to be some modifications to render compatibility to the actuator
operation.
Beside the further development of the actuator and its control valve, attempts of
applying the actuator to real applications is the interesting future work as well. The flow
control in injection molding was only an initial target application. Other applications that
use a similar functioning actuator, for example, a tuming table in most common machines,
should be considered. Because the actuator has an extreme static torque and no backlash,
it can stand a high force during cutting processes. Moreover most machines are usually
used in an industrial environment which has pressurized air provided. Therefore there is
no need for an extra compressor for the actuator. Thus overall. the concept developed and
tcstcd during the present study appcars very promising.
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